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ABSTRACT
During the past decade, the number of jobs in
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Although the number of typists has declined, the number of
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greater backup responsibilities for professionals. Accounting
assistants are also being expected to have both good managerial and
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1993-1994 was as follows: vocational baccalaureat in accounting, 87.;
technical baccalaureat in accounting, 197.; higher technician
certificate (HTC) in accounting, 8%; vocational studies certification
(VSC) in secretarial skills, 18%; HTC in secretarial skills, 7%;
technical baccalaureat in secretarial skills, 97.; vocational
baccalaureat in secretarial skills, 7%; VSC in accounting, 24%. The
most recent data on labor market entry indicates that entry into
administrative service jobs has proved easier for graduates with
vocational baccalaureats in the office automation stream than for
those with vocational studies certificates. (MN)
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lobs in the administrative service sector have resisted the crisis. If the number of typists has declined,
"secretarial" jobs have shown a spectacular increase. While basic competences remain unchanged,

companies are looking for candidates who are at ease with inter-personal relations. The increased
technical know-how of secretaries, for example, has been accompanied by more involvement in the
company, where they assume greater back-up responsibilities alongside the professionals. Accounting

assistants likewise have to combine rigourous management with good communication. Entry into these

administrative service jobs is easier tOr graduates with vocational baccalauréats in the office automation
stream than for those with vocational studies certificates 03EPs1°.

Stable Numbers over the Past Ten Years
On the labour market, jobs related to the administrative
service sector have demonstrated their durability. For

more than ten years, including the 1991-1993 period
when the national economic situation showed a particu-
lady sharp decline, jol- numbers have resisted both the
restructurings occasioned by the ongoing crisis and a
steady stream of technical advances. In concrete terms,
the number of "clerical employee" jobs remained stable,
and there was an increase in "intermediate occupations"
(supervisory positions) whiCh include administrative ter-
tiary jths.1 However, this 'resistance capacity" varies
from one occupation to another: there is a decline in the
number of typists and a spectacular rise in that of "secretaries"

and especially "executive secretaries". These changes are
not without consequences for employers' requirements.

Finding a Job in the Sector
Interviewing employers about the way that such admin-
istrative service jobs are provided does not allow us to
speak about a recruitment "policy" corresponding to a

See Training and Employment n'15 for explanations of the various
diplomas and their abbreviations.
1. Sources: 1982 and 1990 ensuses and 1990-1994 "employment" sur-
veys.NTRE D'ETDI/ES El DE R[CIll

company typology (status, size, activity sector) or the
kind ol positions to be filled. At best, reference is made
to selection "practices", even when more or less for-
malised procedures and criteria exist. In all cases, basic
technical know-how is unavoidably one of the first re-
quirements (mastery of the computer, spelling, reliable
handling of numerical data), and tests, written or other-
wise, are considered normal. Once this hurdle is passed,
all the companies try to identify candidates who will be
the most comfortable with inter-personal relations. This
has led to the spread of more subjective evaluations
from entry level on: interviews or even a jury (which is
increasingly common, including for civil service examin-
ations). The results of these tests are decisive: the di-
ploma as a guarantee of qualification level is taken into
consideration, but it is not a unique; exhaustive criterion.

/ The dab presented here are the product of a Cereq survey
commissioned by the Ministry of Education on the ways that
companies utilise administrative tertiary diplomas from the voca-
tional stream These include vocational studies certificates (3EPs)
in secretarial work and accounting and the vocational bocce-
laureat in the same areas of office automation. A decode after
the creation of these diplomas, this study, undertaken in antici-
pation of their reform, reviews changes in the jobs for which
they prepare
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These changing modes of selection attest to the reduc-
tion, if not the elimination, of a split between administra-
tive jobs traditionally recognised as involving
inter-personal relations--secretaries, for example--and so-
called closed administrative jobs, such as office workers.
In fact, the analysis of the content of these jobs places
communication at the heart of the work process, even in
departments that provide exclusively internal services, as
is often the case in the accounting field. In this ,espect,
it would seem appropriate to abandon the terminology
"office tertiary", which stigmatises a situation of immobility
and compartmentalisation, in favour of "administrative
tertiary", and at the same time, to redefine the main jobs
typical of the sector.

Redefinition of Jobs
The Spread of Micro-Computing
Whatever their size and activity sector, companies today
are massively equipped with micro-computers, and

where administrative jobs are concerned, mastery of the
tool is not limited to a particular level or specialisation.
in terms of the organisation of work, the spread of
micro-computing and its improved performance is re-

flected in both a reduction and a greater distribution of
keyboarding. Indeed, this activity, which should con-
tinue to decline in the coming years (with the develop-
ment of networks and optical character reading greatly
economising on operations), has already been spread
throughout all the administrative tertiary jobs and even
beyond them. Technicians, managers and sales person-
nel increasingly integrate the use of computer tools (par-
ticularly for certain keyboarding or typing tasks) into the
competences related to their basic occupation.

These observations about changes in the occupations go
hand in hand with a modification of occupational know-
how. This can be explained by a higher level of quality
and deadline requirements, the development of service
activities and growing numbers of "inter-personal com-
munications functions" (Chem 19901.

General Administrative Work
More Infrequent
The job area in which the individual situations are
grouped together under the heading of "administrative
workers" corresponds to basic administrative work where
secretarial and accounting specialisations are neither ex-
pressed nor inherently distinct. On the contrary, it repre-
sents the common base of competences to be mastered
in all forms of administrative intervention: reliability in
the centralisation and recording of data and quality of
expression for providing or summarising information. In
the tertiary, this standard job type of "administrative
worker" faces the greatest threat. Between the last two
national censuses, for example, the number of "key-
boarding operators", "various company administrath,e
workers" or "typists" showed a sharp decline.

Two Specialisations Confirmed:
Secretarial and Accounting

The in-company survey confirms that the two basic oc-
cupations of secretary and accountancy have been main-
tained. The continuity of this job structure does not
mean, however, that the competences have not

changed. The higher level of technical know-how
among secretaries is aaompanied by greater involve-

- -
Basic Occupations in the Administrative Service Sector (Public and Private)

Descriptions of Three Standard Job Types'

Administrative Employees

Their job is defined by an administratrve inter-
vention related to the p:!paration or updating
of files. In both coses, the work involves cen-
tralisation, keyboarding and monitoring of
data which may be essentially numencal-as is
most often the case-essentially textual, or
mixed. These activities recall the lob situations
of those who were formerly called 'office
workers' Today the same employees ore ex-
pected to demonstrate greater openness to-
wards the outside and a closer relationship to
the product or service provided by their corn-
puny. Indeed, in situating therr intervention at
a given level of the procedural chain, those
who hold o porticukir job must be able to pnovicle
explanations to increasingly varied interlocutors
This trend implies requirements for oral and

Iwatten communication that are becoming typical
of the qualification level needed to fill this job

1 See 'In Focus'

Secretaries

Their job attests to the stability and solidity
of secretarial competences in work environ-
ments that are nonetheless undergoing
continuous changes More than ever, the
work is structured around the organisation
of time and activities, with permanent
adaptation to unexpected circumstances
The common thread is the transversal activ-
ity of maintaining contacts among the most
varied interlocutors, which requires the de-
velopment of o veritable communications
logistics. In fact, their intervention involves
o large variety of tasks and represents a
minimum level below which it Is not
possible to speak of secretarial employees
(those who are principally involved with
reception, switchboard or typing activities
ore not included in this standard job type)

0 3

Accounting Assistants

Their lobs coyer the entire range of ordinary
accounting operations records, verifications
and intermediate calculations, closing of ac-
counts, declarations and so forth. When they
work for independent auditors or management
consultants, they carry out all of these oper-
ations for clients When they work in com-
panies, their intervention can involve general
accounting activities (recording various oper-
ations, banking) or applied actrvites (poyment
of wages), and sometimes management oper-;
ations as well (estimate requests, late pay-
ments, monitoring the budget) In any cose,
they provide information on the state of com-
pany finances and legal arrangements. They:
may be called on to propose management in-
dicators. These activities, along with that of in-
formation gathering, imply dialogue with a
vaned pubItc. In terms of both guidance ad-
vice and training, it should thus be acknow-
ledged that accounting increasingly functions
as o service, both internally and externally.

Céreq Training & Employment n' 22 - WINTER 1995
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(- Diagram 1: Basic Occupations in the Administrative
Service Sector and Possible Individual CarWer PaMs

Possibie Erfons5orts Towards

Executive Secretary

Secretarial Specialisations
(medical, legal)

Marketing Assistant

. Secretaries,i........Occupations Specific to the
Compony (insurance, training,
real estate)

Publishing Occjpations
Library/Archive Occupations

Mministrative Personnel
Management

Company Financial
Management

Accounting Occupations

Administrative
Workers

Accounting

merit in activities particular to the company, which
manifests itself in closer relations with the professionals
they assist. Accounting assistants, meanwhile, have to be
more open to their environment and combine the rigour
of their field with a flexible behaviour that allows them
to gather information in less standardised situations and
provide frequent explanations of what they are doing.
There is also an increasingly important body of coin-
petences common to the two specialisations: inter-per-
sonal approaches, preparatory accounting work,

handling of files or contracts (see Diagram 1). Secretaries
are now twice as numerous as accounting assistants
(724,000 "accounting and financial services workers"
compared with 320,000 in 1990; see Diagram 2), owing
to a much greater increase among the former at a time
when the latter were stabilizing. Finally, while it is well
known that the occupation of secretary remains exclu-
sively female, that of accounting assistants is moving in
that direction, with fewer and fewer numbers of men
(16 % in 1990).

Diagram 2: Distribution of Students in Secretarial
and Accounting Training Programmes

(Numbers of Graduating Students, 1993/94 Academic Year)

Vocational Baccalauteat
in Accounting

REP

in Accounting

Technwal Baccalaureat
in Accountirg

Vocational liaccalaurEat
in Secretarial Skills

Technical BaccalaurOat
in Secretarial Skills

BTS

in Accounting

BEP in Secretarial

Skills

BTS in Secretarial
skills

\Source: DEP data analysed by arts Clapet file

The Educational System's Response,
Academic Orientation: Preferences for
Accounting Rather than Secretarial
Activities

Training programmes in accounting attract greater num-
bers of students: 60 percent choose accounting com-
pared to 40 percent for secretarial work (see Diagram 3).
This is true for both the vocational stream (BEP and vo-
cational baccalauréat) and all the technk al streams

(technical baccalauréats and higher technician certificates,

BTS).

This gap relative to the job market, where, as we have
seen, the ratio between specialisations is the reverse, at-
tests to the educational system's difficulties in regulating
the flow of students preparing for a given occupation in
function of future job possibilities. The problem results
from the comparative prestige of the two specialisations,
in that the more favourable image of accounting in-
fluences the desired orientation of students and their
families. The anxieties caused by computerisation, lead-
ing to a belief in the imminent decline of the secretarial
profession, may have reinforced the impact of these so-
cial images. However, one concrete circumstance also
justifies this form of orientation: vo,:ational bacczlaureat
holders in accounting also find work in secretarial jobs.
On the other hand, their counterparts with secretarial di-
plomas are less likely to find jobs in accounting (14 %
versuz, nearly 5 %). In addition, it should be noted that
the training system in accounting, which is sharply
graded and offers diplomas beyond the bac + 2 (two
years of study after the baccalauréat, which can be ob-
tained through continuing training), also represents a
positive factor in a specialisation where the proportion of
men increases with the classification levels.

Diagram 3: Proportion of Occupations Analysed in Administrative
Service lobs: Secretarial and Accounting Specialisations

Secretaries

Accounting
Assistants

Administrative Clerks

Banks, insurance,
Transport

Receptionist Public Service

and Switchboard
Operator

Note- Occupational groupings have been established an the basis of INSEE's
nomenclature for Occupations and Sono-Occupational Categories The pre-
cise nature of administrative service jobs classified as clerical ii. banks and
insurance or transport, as well as in the public service, could not be identified

\from this source alone.
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Vocational Studies Certificate:
Priorities for Basic Knowledge
If the occupation of administrative worker corresponds
to a first-level administrative job, it is logical that REP-
holders should have direct access to such positions, with
specialisation towards secretarial or accounting jobs fol-
lowing through professional advances, as Diagram 1

shows. However, the constraints of the labour market fa-
vour young people who have gone through spec raked
training programme of a higher level, even to gain ac-
cess to an entry-level job such as administrative worker.
In practice, the BEP is increasingly becoming a form of
preparatory training for ongoing studies in a vocational
baccalaureat programme.

The Secrets of the Vocational Baccalauréat
Computer and Alternating Training
The vocational baccalauréat in office automation Rolled
BureautiqueL whose first graduates arrived on the labour
market in 1987, is beginning to be c learly re«ignised by
the companies. Two advantages account for this relative
renown, which allows it to be distinguished from the
technical baccalaureat. First of all, this training pro-
gramme is characterised lw very effective instruction in
the use of computers. The companies are espec ially ap-
prec iative of this competence, which is not limited to the
mastery of specific software but also involves a general
curiosity about this field, thus area placing these begin-
ners in a good position for helping thei. co-workers,

making better use of the software or even providing in-
formation to a company client. The in-company training
murses, generally lasting sixteen weeks over a two-year
period, constitute the seccmd elemeni thot umioulitedly
plays a role in favour of the vocational ha( calaurrat.
Employers interviewed have indeed explained that they
were ready to consider these courses os a first work
experience. These "trial runs" on the job «institute
privileged opportunities for students who will learn how
to "get along", notably on the level cif inter-personal
relations, and to find their place in a real environment
within an organisation. These are determining com-
petences in relation to the interface role that is growing
in administrative work, including that ot counting. In
this case, the principle of alternating training becomes a
real strong point that young people can piominently feature

in their résumes.

The Vocational Baccalaureat Finds
Its Place on the Labour Market
The most re«nit data on labour-market entry indicates
that distinctions are made according to levels of study.
This is more apparent in terms of the kinds of work con-
tracts than in terms of unemployment rates (about 45 To
after eight months). Regardless of the specialisation of
the diploma, only 20 percent of REP-holders are em-
ployed with "ordinary" work contracts (unlimited- or
limited-term «mtru ts or temporary assignments) com-
pared to 1 3 percent for voc aticinal baccalaureat holders.
Those holding a REP are more numerous than bacc.1-
loureot holders m public job-entry programmes, but
alnice ill. hey predominate in the most precarious and
least paid subsidised jobs, sm h lob Solidarity con-
tra( ts iCES) in the publ mmong secretaries, for
example. the projn)rtion is 6.8 "s 8 EP-bokiers compared
u) 2.2 with vocational bac c alatni;ats). Conversely,
work «mum ts in alternance, like skilling «nitrous, more
(Men benent to yen amino! bacedIaureat holders.
The latter are also most able to obtain jobs relating to
their original training. On the one hand, they mainly
enter administrative tertiary jobs on 1992, about 85 "A) of
those finding work,. On the other hand, training speciali-
sations vs oh in these jobs are more recognised, allowing
greater job entry for positions where the main function
relates to sec retarial work or acc iunting. lo be sure, the
progress rn,ule by the vocational ba« a la oreat must be
qualmed bs the toe t that the worsening of the e«)nornu
( fish iii ree cot years has increased the u:.employment
rate among young baccalaurat holders and has wid-
ened the gap with the Iligher Tec hnic ians' Certificates
(two years of study after the bacca laurc;ati, whu Ii, in the
administratise tertiary, still remain the royal path to
employment

flivier Laaroutzos and Sylvre-Anne Meriot
Cereq
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